THE MEASURE OF A SINGER

The historian of the future will probably characterize the period upon which we are now entering in psychology as the period of the rise of the applied psychological sciences. It may, therefore, be meet and proper to take some fundamental concept of applied psychology as topic for this annual address. I select for this purpose the rôle of mental measurement—the possibility, the scope and the meaning of mental measurements as the foundation of applied mental sciences.

In order to illustrate the scope and significance of mental measurement in a concrete and specific instance, I shall make bold to present a psychological outline of the measurement of an individual as a singer. Let us make the assumption that this individual is a girl, fifteen years of age, who has had musical training and now desires the best obtainable advice from a consulting psychologist in music in regard to her future prospects as a singer.

Musical power is generally admitted to embrace certain well-recognized and fairly concrete capacities. In our commonplace judgment about ourselves and others we say: "I have no ear for music." "I can not tell a chord from a discord." "I can not keep time." "I have no sense of rhythm." "I can not tell a two-step from a waltz." "I can not remember music." "I can not image sounds." "I am not moved by music." "I do not enjoy music." Or, if speaking of some one who has musical ability, we say: "He has a